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Journalism, Justice and the Transnational Community  

Slavko Gajevic 

 

This paper discusses how journalists in their coverage of armed conflicts conceptualise the 

notion of justice and how this understanding of justice is supported by discursively 

constructed representation of the transnational community and its demands for political 

action. This possibility that the transnational community could be conceptualised and called 

into being as discursive and deliberative community is what gives distinctive power to the 

media’s presentation of justice in times of armed conflicts. The paper argues that by 

appealing to the transnational community to act as an objective and moral authority, who 

defends justice in times of armed conflicts journalists in their coverage of armed conflicts 

also reinforce another authority — journalistic authority. 

The paper explores how different discourses of national and transnational media, during 

times of armed conflicts, struggle to construct and present the supreme and morally 

acceptable concept of justice that should be supported by the transnational community 

defined by universal norms such as the right to life and the right to liberty of all. These two 

rights essentially define journalists’ understanding of a transnational community bounded not 

only by norms that should be shared and respected among different communities, but as a 

discursive (and possibly practical) realization of principles of justice across nation-state 

borders. This distinction is important as a new way of conceptualising the role of the 

transnational community and the notion of sovereignty in times of armed conflicts. 

 

The Materiality of Abu Ghraib: A Place of Ontological Persistence and Ontical 

Dispensability 

Melany Sun-Min Park 

 

This paper examines Abu Ghraib as a place that is both material and ideological—the latter 

driven by photographic images of the abusive acts committed inside the space of 

incarceration between October and December 2003, a period embroiled within the United 

States’ War in Iraq. If media portrayals condemn and reproduce Abu Ghraib as a locale of 

bodily violation of its Iraqi prisoners, the place is also violated as a physical locality reified 
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and divorced from its historical origination and transformations. The removal of Abu Ghraib 

from its context contrives the subjective essence of its entity, making it susceptible to an 

Adornian critique of the Heideggerian conception of ontological transcendence. The 

Foucauldian concept of a “security apparatus” pursues another material site to attach itself 

to; or, alternatively put, the ontic of the physical landscape becomes dispensable in the 

persistence of its ontology. Abu Ghraib constitutes an ontical proxy as evidenced in the 

prevailing incidents of physical violence at Camp Cropper—a site of displacement of the 

prisoners from Abu Ghraib following its closure in 2006. The conceptual, I argue, is the sine 

qua non in the preservation of a subjective selfhood and its material corollaries. Abu Ghraib 

is instrumentalized within the system of a U.S. security apparatus, inasmuch as it is an 

operative category dialectically held in tension—and, at its crux, producing a contradiction—

between its changing materiality and changing concept. 

 

Keywords: Abu Ghraib; place; materiality; reification; entity; essence; ontology; ontics; 

history 

 

The Two Speeds of Freedom of Speech in Court Reporting 

Tristan Stewart-Robertson 

 

While demands in the UK persist for an end to self-regulation by the country’s print media, 

they may be seen to be in stark contrast to the drive for more "citizen" or amateur voices, 

where the "self" is entirely individual rather than organisational. 

Although it has been argued that the "masses" regulate individual voices throughout their 

reaction to these - either condoning or condemning, - they are as yet not bound to any 

universal or applicable professional or corporate code. In the case of reporting within 

courtrooms, this presents challenges and dangers. "Justice must be done and justice must 

be seen to be done" is a central tenet of journalism. But modern media organisations lack 

the resources to cover many courts, leaving them either in a legal blind spot or at the mercy 

of the "citizen journalist". 

Without these professional codes - so often rejected now in the UK as ineffective without 

legal backing - courts become subject to two speeds of free speech: the immediate and 

reactive speed and morals of the individual "observer", and the professional, edited and 

theoretically balanced reporter. 

The professional "void" inherent in citizen journalism, however “professionally” its agents 

may believe they are acting, is absolved of having to protect sources, protect vulnerable 

witnesses from identification, or even to presume innocence in "reporting" their observations. 

The free speech of trained reporters is, in fact, less free than that of the citizen journalists 

who are replacing them. 

We need both speeds of free speech. 
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Revival of Undercover Reporting in Writing about Ethnicity and Religion 

Verica Rupar 

 

The interest in the way media report on ethnic and religious issues has increased in the last 

decade. The normative take on journalism and its ground rules of factual, fair and balanced 

reporting have been evoked to highlight the growing concern over the media’s role in 

reproducing prejudices, stereotypes and hate speech in an increasingly diverse Europe. The 

examples of disgraceful reporting sharply contradict objectives of providing accurate and 

timely information that citizens need for the functioning of democracy. The criticism is usually 

focused on the news text, what a reporter says or writes, what words are used and what they 

mean. It is rare that journalists are asked to explain what they know, what they believe in, 

and how they approach the issue of diversity.  

This study brings back journalists to the centre of inquiry. It discovers that the best of 

reporting nowadays – or what counts as the best among reporters themselves - goes in 

opposite direction from the notions of professional, detached models of journalism. The 

revival of undercover reporting in many European countries testifies the shift in reporting 

practices highlighting the shortcomings of the professional notions of journalism. ‘New 

amateurs’ and their methods are not anymore characteristics of grassroots journalists only 

but a trend with mainstream newsrooms in Europe. To test discrimination in real life 

mainstream, the study shows,  journalists take of the coat of professionalism and grab the 

tools of ‘pre-objectivity’ journalism: first-hand experience, and testimonials as powerful 

narrative tools to present stories about minority groups and the problems they face in 

everyday life. 

The study is based on critical analysis of 199 news reports and interviews with 117 

journalists and editors in mainstream media in Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Slovakia and the United Kingdom. 
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